This paper aims to explore the impact of liquidity increases by local and international roles on shareholders' returns in the Jordan Islamic Bank as case study. The study methodology based on financial tables annual reports of the bank from (2009)(2010)(2011)(2012)(2013)(2014)(2015)(2016) in order to analysis asset liquidity risk standard and its affection on managing balance sheet, and analysis returns for common shareholders in the Bank also discuss the result of shares return reducing. The real impact is deferent because the market price of the Jordan Islamic Bank shares is not affected negatively by the rule. Its price in the market is more than the share value by the ratio (all equities/ all shares). The percentage between the market price and ratio was equal to 202% in 2014 and reduced to 155% in 2016. By discussion, the ratio there is a gap of equities impact as a result of applying depreciation on fixed assets yearly, regardless of its growth by market price. Fair result is to increase equities based on fixed assets market price increasing. This paper contributed to the knowledge by different ways, it helps leaders and managers to find the real impact of managing liquidity risk in the Islamic Bank by the Central Bank and Basel Committee.
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Introduction

Introduce the Problem
Increasing liquidity will reduce investing amount and reduce profit of Islamic bank shareholders. There is a need to analysis this case in Jordan Islamic bank and explain it to shareholder also there is need to explain impact of liquidity rule controlling success. Jordan Islamic Bank shareholders and investment account customers need insurance to get Islamic services up to shari'ha which give profit to sharer without transfer current profit (Munusamy et al., 2010) .
The model of search as follow:
To study impact liquidity rules in Jordan Islamic bank case there are analysis of asset liquidity risk standard by
Shareholders' Returns
• Increasing Distributed profit per share
• Buy things with discount
• Get new shares as return
• Increasing Share market price
• Increasing Distributed profit per share show importance of current liquidity standard and its Impact on managing balance sheet, also liquidity controlling supervision on other hand there is need to analysis returns for common shareholders in Jordan Islamic Bank and discuss the result of shares return reducing.
Thus, the problem of this paper is to compare the real impact to the expected impact of reducing shareholders' returns in the Jordan Islamic Bank after applying the rule of the current assets increase and reserves in the Jordanian environment. Therefore, Jordan Islamic Bank's annual reports are used to analyze liquidity rules in financial statements. Expected impact showed that the Central Bank rule is responsible for the reduction of shareholders' returns as a result of applying reserves and reducing long term investing to face liquidity risk.
Explore Importance of the Problem
Transfer profit is part of liquidity rules which give common shares losing of getting currently returns. This will explain to shareholders the environment of Jordan Islamic bank to get trust between management and shareholders after facing reducing of returns.
Describe Relevant Scholarship
Last studies do not concentrate on current case of Jordan Islamic bank liquidity rules as case study. Rules must be measured and must give the objectives. Jarhi (2003) explained that Basel rules are not suitable for Islamic banks because there is a difference between Islamic banks and traditional banks. Frederick, (2011) Found that the Islamic Bank investing risk is less than traditional banks because traditional banks depend on speculations but Islamic banks depend on dealing with goods and services.
There are similar situations such as dealing with current accounts (deposits) like loans without giving interest rates to customers, as well as banking services such as transfers or currencies exchanges. There are different situations between Islamic banks and traditional banks due to investing accounts, (deposits) types and Shari'ha accounting. Therefore, there is a need for suitable rules.
results need to be balanced. Liquidity needs suitable standards in order to keep customer trust and to get suitable returns for shareholders.
Liquidity rules of the Central Bank and Basel direct assets to reduce long term investing or apply Sukuk to continue long term investing. Liquidity by reserves will cause a problem of reducing distributed return for investment account customers and shareholders. There is an expected problem that liquidity will be affected by inflation which reduces cash value and reduces shareholders' wealth value. In Jordan, the inflation rate equals 3.3% in 19/11/2017 according to the Jordan Central Bank website. It is close to the customer deposit interest that equals 3.75% in 19/11/2017 according to the Jordan Central Bank website. This means that interests are not useful in traditional banks for customer investing accounts. Islamic banks will give a profit close to this interest based on the Central Bank order. The problem of Gross Producing Domestic is less than deficient in Jordan.
There was a reduction on industry because of taxes in spite of the need to build producing investments locally to reduce import.
These reasons make it challenging to get suitable Islamic bank returns because Islamic banks' success is measured by applying the liquidity rule. Shareholders' returns will be affected by liquidity environment in the country, see Jordan Central Bank is responsible for facing increases of cash inflation to protect savings value, cost value, employments rates value, loans value and value of investing by currencies. Increasing bank reserves and taxes are ways to reduce cash from dealing in order to keep inflation suitable. It is a way to reduce cash from markets.
The Cycle of savings, investing and financing will be successful in case the producing succeeds but in case producing fails there will be a problem of using cash which will cause unsuitable inflation.
Jordan Islamic Bank Case Study
Jordan Islamic Bank is work in Jordan. It has to follow the Jordan Central Bank rules. Some of these rules concentrate on liquidity of asset. Rules will limit asset amount, asset type, asset place, asset way of calculated, asset evaluation, asset estimated, asset impact, assets liquidity, assets profitability, asset insurance and assets sharing in developing. Balance sheets in Jordan Islamic bank must be accepted by the Central Bank. This acceptance will direct all assets by limitations as in table 2. This limitation is a law. This law impacts standards of choosing asset. Practically these factors have negative impact and positive impact. It needs to be balanced based on managing risk. Law limits the factors of the measure risk standard by the Central Bank and Basel committee rules. Rules of liquidity will impact choosing asset and liability.
Current liquidity is ratio rule to face deficiency in the banks. Jordan Islamic Bank is affected by the Central Bank rules to keep inflation in suitable case. It has to balance between current assets and short term liabilities. It has to buy its liabilities at the suitable time.
Banks have three ways to buy liabilities in suitable time as follows: 1-It can own cash 2-It can get loans.
3-It can own assets that can be bought quickly without loss.
The problem comes when all banks prefer to use cash in investing in order to increase profit. Banks can face increasing demand to get a loan from the Central Bank or other banks. This may increase cost of loan or cause a problem to find a loan at suitable time. Also, the other way owns short term assets to that can be bought quickly. This will increase supply when all banks try to sell their assets together. Buyers will ask for a reducing price and delay buying until the price is reduced. These problems will cause a delay in buying liabilities at the suitable ijbm.ccsenet.org International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 13, No. 6; 2018 time and cause loss of trust.
Basel committee rules are a way to protect savings and investing. It was developed to meet bank risk as liquidity, profitability, insurance and sharing in developing. These rules become international rules which affect banking sector credit classification. Bad classification will cause problems such as avoid dealing with investments or obligate to buy high return to be accepted in international markets. Also, bad classification banks will be asked to buy high interest when it tries to get a loan.
Jordan Islamic bank must not deal with loans with interest. It cannot get a loan from another bank or center bank without buy interest. This case limits ways which means getting a loan is difficult. It tries to solve this problem by getting a loan without interest from bank with an obligation to give this bank loan without interest. The loans must be the same in amounts and deposit time. It is called: "Qard Hasan Motabadel".
Asset Liquidity Risk Standard
Asset liquidity risk standard is ruled to face credit risk. This risk comes when the bank loses the ability to creditors' money at suitable time or has to apply more cost by getting an emergency loan in order to cover buying creditors' money.
Bank depends on liabilities to finance its assets. Customer's current account is loan by law. Bank can use it as credit and derive it to make increasing of cash. Banks will not share customer by credit return, therefore return of using current account and derivative credit will be just for the bank, but investing accounts will be shared in the returns. Sharing of investment is developed by many types as Sukuk. Table 3 shows the financial assets by investing accounting holders. 
Importance of Current Liquidity Standard
Liabilities of the bank have loans as short term loan and long term loan. Banks gets loans with interest and sells it as loans by interest. It will get profit when the interest of getting loans is less than interest of selling loans. Banks have to buy these loans interest. In this case, interest is a way to reduce the bank income tax as a result to consider buying tax is expenses. This case comes when tax has to be bought from earning profit after interest in income statement.
Increasing of using liabilities will cause high profit than using equity. This will encourage bank to increase liabilities. The problem comes when the bank's deal with liabilities is more than its equities. In case of clearance, ijbm.ccsenet.org International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 13, No. 6; 2018 the bank, because of losing asset, there will be liabilities rights for customers to get their savings and investing.
Law of banking is: "shareholders are just responsible for losing based on the size of sharing in capital of the bank". This law will clear assets to liquidity and give customers saving and investing based on the calculate: (all asset clearance liquidity after reduce expenses of clearance / all liabilities). The problem comes when it equals less than (1) because shareholders will lose some money.
This case obligates bank to balance between using liability size and owning equity size to apply standard by ratio: (liabilities/ equities).
Impact of Current Liquidity Standard on Managing Balance Sheet
Rule of liquidity obligates to calculate increasing of ratio (current assets / current liabilities) until it become 100%. This means when there is time of buying credit there must be cash to meet this buying in the same time and amount. The percentage means to make current assets equal current liabilities. This ratio has three ways as follows:
-To keep current liabilities fixed and increase current assets. This can be done by reducing fixed assets to increase current assets or to develop assets to be Sukuk or bonds as a way to get liquidity to sell it at any time.
The other way is to increase finance current assets by increasing equities. This case can be done by increasing the capital, reserves, and undistributed profit. Concentrating on increasing equities by reserves and undistributed return will reduce sharer returns and investing customer return. By applying high tax on net profit as 35%-45% will reduce their return to be near the apply interest rate. This reduction of sharer returns and customer returns will be accepted by increasing reserves as a result to reduce interest rates by Central Bank rules.
-To keep current assets fixed and reduce current liabilities by turning it back to creditors and customers such as reduce current accounts. This way is not sensible; as it's a way to lose customers. The other way is to reduce current liabilities by increasing long term liabilities. Developing long term liabilities by bonds and Sukuk is a way to make liquidity easier to be sold any time.
-To reduce current liabilities partly and increase current assets partly until ratio of (current asset /current liabilities) =100%.
Practically, Applying ratio of (current asset /current liabilities) to be equal 100% will need time. Controlling of bank obligate percentages as in table 5: Table 5 . Arrangement of applying ratio of (current asset /current liabilities) to be100% 
Discuss Asset Liquidity Risk Standard
Central Bank and Basel committee rules assets liquidity by give cash 100% accept of risk, because it can give bank ability to buy liabilities at current time and in future also to buy late liabilities. These percentages direct banks to keep cash more than their needs to in order to reduce risk of assets because cash does not have risks.
Practically, this measurement is not accepted because cash is impacted by inflation and reducing of currency exchange rate to reduce its power of buying. Keeping cash means to reduce the chance for investments because it is a way to keep liquidity.
Keeping cash is not a sensible way. When there is a possibility to increase inflation, or reduce currency power of buying, there is a direction to buy things to protect wealth such as goods, land, buildings, and shares. These things will keep wealth from loss by inflation and reduce of currency power of buying.
Financial market is responsible to protect sharing dealing from tricks in order to keep a cycle between saving, investing, and financing a success. When there are tricks of in dealing with shares or share prices that have a fixed price or reduced in inflation in the case of losing currency power, there will be immigration of capitals or losing of savings.
On the other hand, possibility of owning cash by people will increase prices as a result to buying things regardless of its increasing price. This case comes when people think their saving in banks is a loss. The problem is: "how can Islamic banks encourage people to increase their savings when there are reducing of savings value ijbm.ccsenet.org International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 13, No. 6; 2018 by inflation and weakness of investing in order to keep capitals from immigration.
Locally, people in Jordan face power of losing local diner value because of tax. 1 JD equals 1.15 Euro but tax in Jordan reduces power of buying as a result to applying tax on emergency goods. Everyone in Jordan feels that increasing of salary is not enough to get things as years ago. Everyone buys emergency goods, therefore, they buy tax.
The tax comes directly such as 16% on sales or 25% as customs tax or 11% -40% of income tax. Also, it comes indirectly such as applying fixed price like increasing the price of oil regardless of its reducing price around the world.
Central banks and Basel committee rules' assets obligate to make short term investing than long term investing as low risk. Also, it gives the investment that gives annuities return low risk than investing that delay return to bought once in future. This rule impacts asset to be current asset and avoid long term investing. It directs the bank to invest in shares speculation, Sukuk speculation and reduce direct investing in companies as owner of sharing. Also it directs Islamic banks to make investing by Sukuk in order to get profit in short term and transfer risk to Sukuk buyer. This standard supports asset liquidity risk standard because it will give short term return to cover needs of buying liabilities.
Practically, this direction will cause loss of long term investing in spite of expecting high return; therefore, return of investing will be low because of short term investing. Speculation is short term investing. Its risk depends on ignorance of information and fast dealing by computer which reduces ability of controlling. Speculation is short term investing but with risk. Short term investing is not always lower risk than long term investing risk.
Liquidity Controlling Supervision in Jordan Islamic Bank
Jordan Islamic bank depends on making high liquidity from first month to cover deficiency of the liquidity within the year, see tables 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 as follow: ijbm.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 13, No. 6; 2018 The tables show that the Jordan Islamic bank faced problems of meeting same amount of current liabilities with same amount of current asset at time of buying liabilities. This case shows the problem of increasing current assets than current liabilities depending on the first month of every year.
ijbm.ccsenet.org
International Journal of Business and Management Vol. 13, No. 6; 2018 
Analysis Returns for Common Shareholders in Jordan Islamic Bank
Returns are impacted by Shar'ha accepted rules. Hasan (2008) explained that interest rate gives traditional banks increasing profit than Islamic banks because it gets returns from financial leverage.
Islamic banks avoid returns from giving loans with interest therefore Jordan Islamic Bank can not get financial leverage. Financial leverage comes when operation profit reduced by interest such as reducing expenses then there will be given tax from profit after interest. In this case leverage will reduce tax.
There is a need to analyze returns in order to find impact of liquidity on shareholders return in Jordan Islamic bank. There are resources to get returns in Jordan Islamic Bank. The Fiqh Shari'ha accounting has different accounting than IFRS and government accounting rules in the figure1:
Return Resources Figh Shari'ha accounting classified resource of returns based on assets service contract as work contract, sharing contract, selling contract and lease contract. Jordan Islamic bank works with its capital by these contracts to get all the contracts returns. It separates its investing by its capital and part of the current accounts services from its customer investing accounts by Modarabah. Jordan Islamic bank uses customer investing accounts as sharer by effort which called (Modarabah) and gets a part of profit after tax. Therefore, profit of the Jordan Islamic bank will equal (profit from using equities + profit from using part of current accounts + Part of profit from sharing with customers investing accounts + return from banking service as currency selling, transferring, accounts services).
Shares Return Analysis in Jordan Islamic Bank
To make comparing between Shares return theoretically by Shari'ha accounting and government account, there will be less return because of tax 35%-45% of net profit after tax added to reserves that equal 50% which lacks distribution of returns. Also, there are government fees. This impacts the shareholders' returns in Jordan Islamic bank negatively, see table 12. Practically, equities of the Jordan Islamic bank are adjusted to meet Central bank rules based on accounting policies. There will be choices such as evaluating depreciation and assets based on cost value, market value, and average between cost value and market value. This way it will not show the real return from asset and income statement net profit after tax. On the other hand, Share returns just depend on its part of distributed net profit after tax and its price in market based on share demands. This case will show return of selling shares when share market price becomes more than its share price cost. The table shows that share value by financial market is more than the result of the ratio: (Equities/ shares numbers). It is increasing 211% in 2014, increasing 169% in 2015, and increasing 155% in 2016. This means that financial market pricing shares is not measure the real price because of high demand on shares speculations.
Discuss the Result of Shares Return in Jordan Islamic bank
Equities in any bank are increased by the follow factors:
1-Increase asset value as growth 2-Reduce liabilities value 3-Get undistributed net profit after tax and reserves These factors must be accepted by Fiqh Shari'ha accounting. Shari'ha Supervisory Board is responsible to apply Shari'ha accounting in financial report. There a misunderstanding of depreciation rules on buildings every year. Accountants apply depreciation to reduce buildings value every year. This means assets lose value because of depreciation not by reducing buildings fair value that depend on market price. This Item will impact reducing equities negatively without Shari'ha accounting accepting. Fiqh Shari'ha accounting is shown in table 13: Table 13 . Fiqh Shari'ha accounting rule of equities accounting
The Fiqh Shari'ha accounting of ratio must be adjusted of liabilities based on cost price except currencies.
Also, there is adjusted of asset value depend on market price except loans. There for accounting of al equities will be equal:
(All assets as loan must be fixed with out interest as cost price + all assets that must be evaluated by market price, as goods, lands, Currencies, financial notes, cars, buildings, furniture, machines, and equipment) (minus -) All liabilities as loan or delay buying cash based on sales contract, sharing contracts, lease contract, and working contracts must be fixed with out interest as cost price + All Foreign currencies based on market price value)
All equities Resource: by Authors.
Fiqh Shari'ha accounting depends on the market price of asset evaluations but the Jordan Islamic bank accounting is based on cost price with yearly reducing by depreciation. See table 14: Table 14 . Depreciation of fixed assets (millions)
Depreciation of fixed assets yearly Years protecting savings. This protection becomes reserves which cover more than 50% of net profit after tax.
Result 2: expected impact of increasing liquidity rule will be affected by inflation and losing currency power of buying. This affection will lose savings value, and reserves value. When Jordan Islamic bank gets in the highest level of liquidity, it will be at a high lose of saving value and will reserves in case of inflation or reducing currency power of buying. Also high reserves will reduce bank investing services marketing because of weak return unless it will meet investing accounts interest in traditional banks. Increasing current assets will reduce amount of long term investing which reduce profit and direct current assets to increase Sukuk and speculation. Reduce of shareholders return will increase supply of selling shares and reduce its price. Shareholders will loose in two ways, first: loose part of distributed return yearly, second: loose shares price.
Result 3: Jordan Islamic bank depends on owning the highest liquidity from the first month from 2014-2016 by increasing current asset in order to meet current liabilities with out deficiency.
